INTRODUCTION
As industrial engineers, applied probabilists, simulationists, and systems analysts, we are often called upon to evaluate systems which service input traffic and produce finished products.
These systems are sometimes traditional queues or networks of queues, but are often systems with queue-like characteristics which cannot accurately be modeled aa traditional queuing systems. In practice and in the literature, this evaluation is traditionally based on exercising a model of the service system by subjecting it to a stream of input traffic and estimating or calculating some expected system performance measure.
We feel that this typical experimental design is lacking, and that the shortcomings stem from the arbitrary choice of the distribution of the input prc ess. Especially problematic are cases where the service system being modeled does not currently exist,
where worst-case behavior is sought, or where we wish to evaluate the system in situations which are not ac- work-conserving system which will reveal the maximum processing rate in the system. They are:
q input tasks to the system at a rate known to be much higher than the system can handle; q fill the system, then input a new task every time that a task completes.
In the former, the rate of outgoing jobs eventually converges to p. Instead of choosing a very high input rate and dealing with the problems of exploding buffer contents and a nonrecurrent system, we will simply close off the system and recirculate the tasks which finish. Hence, we take the second approach.
Thus, we examine a special kind of closed queuing network -one with a single loop-back which all tasks traverse.
Let A(t) be the time-dependent rate of recirculate ion of tasks in the system. So long as the system contains enough tasks to keep it working at capacity, we have~(t) --+ p as t -+ co. Kelly (1979) 
